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Dear Roy & Henri:

This morning we received your letter of the 27th February. We wrote you yesterday a letter by airmail in which we informed you that we have passed the medical test and that all formalities required for our American visa are complete and sound O.K. Now we have to wait a few months before our quota number will come from Berlin and for the Portuguese Spanish transit visas. Can something be done to accelerate this on the other side? The American visa will not be given before the quota number is here. However, we have all hope now to arrive on time. You have done yours and now we must wait for the second part to mature. We wrote you yesterday giving all detail which we hope you will have received before this card. We are glad to hear that you Roy were found at last and how that our foot dressing will take place here and not now. With much love for Van Abraham hebben wissen brief geïnd en zullen in de loop derer weel hem schilder en beantwoorden.  

Antwerp. 7. 3. 41
POSTKAART
IN HET AULIES PLAATS, STRAAT
EN NUMMER VERMELDEN
CARTE POSTALE

Received 26 April 1941

102 Rdeiakastraat (Bélgie) Antwerpen

Naam en adres van den expéditeur

Mr. Henri Temianka
34 Edwards Avenue
San Salito
near San Francisco
California
Antwerp 7. 3. 41

Dearest Rosy & Henri

This morning we received your letter of the 7th February. We wrote you yesterday a letter per air mail in which we informed you that we have passed the medical test and that all formalities required for our American visa are complete and found O.K. Now we have to wait a few months before our quota number will come from Berlin and for the Portuguese & Spanish transit visas. Can something be done to accelerate this on the other side? The American visa will not be given before the quota number is here. However we have all hope now to achieve our aim. You have done yours and now we must wait for the second part to mature. We wrote you yesterday giving all details which we hope you will have received before this card. We are glad to hear that you Rosy have found at last an appartement that pleases you and hope that our first reception will take place there and very soon. With much love Pa

[[note in Dutch from “Ma” follows]]